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• Recognized for his work in designing, adapting, and implementing integrated and 
trauma-informed Systems of Care for California public human service agencies 
and currently  serves as the Integrated Services Advisor to CDSS.

• 30+ years of program operations, leadership, strategic planning, and training 
services in public and private healthcare and human service systems

• Serves on Placer County’s First 5 Commission and formerly directed the County’s 
children’s system

• Former COO of a large behavioral health hospital and Sr. VP of Program 
Operations at the River Oak Center for Children

• Author of two children’s books, the latest “Scary, But Not Very” helps parents talk 
with young children about personal resilience in the face of trauma

RCHSD is not for the creation of content and any views expressed in its materials and programing.
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Overview
• Contextual Drivers: Wholeness, Adaptive Thinking, Transformation and 

Sustainability
• What is System of Care in California (AB 2083)?
• What is Family First Prevention Services, Part 1 (FFPSA) and what is the 

Comprehensive Prevention Plan (CPP)?
• How can we use System of Care functions to design and implement CPP?



Some Terms and Definitions
• FFPSA - Federal act allowing states and tribes to waive certain foster care parameters 

and use Title XI-E. resources to deliver services and supports to at risk persons.
• FFPS - California’s FFPS program was established (AB 153) as an opt-in program for 

county and tribal agencies to develop and implement Title IV-E prevention services as 
part of comprehensive prevention (WIC §16585 through 16589)

• CPP -A written coordinated plan which outlines and describes how counties or tribes 
will coordinate to implement and monitor the federal FFPSA opportunities. (Primary, 
secondary, and tertiary)

• System of Care (AB 2083) - Agreements captured in MOU, which articulate how child 
serving agencies and departments are going to address their shared responsibilities.

• Interagency Leadership Team - The department heads/designees responsible for 
design and implementation of the System of Care under AB 2083.



Contextual Drivers: 
Wholeness, Adaptive Thinking, Transformation 

and Sustainability



Foundational Awareness: Wholeness and Integration 



Whole Child, Whole Person care is foundationally 
impossible without Whole Systems (integration)



Making a whole (integrated) system takes 
Adaptive Leadership…

1. Getting on the balcony...
2. Identifying the adaptive challenges...
3. Regulating staff, personal and system distress...
4. Maintaining disciplined attention (Technicalities)...
5. Giving work back to people...
6. Protecting voices of leadership from below.

-Heifetz, 2003



Transformation under CPP

• CPP demands us to move our practice and mindset from the “not my 
kids” rule… (Welfare Kids, MH Kids, SED kids) to--OUR Kids! 
(Authentically and consistently)

• If we reduce the number of youth and families who enter foster care, 
without integrating systems, we’ll simply be moving kids to another 
department to get services/access! 

• Divisions/agencies/departments will have to figure out the power 
sharing and collective work together like never before.



Transformative, Adaptive Programs are…

1. Funded by multiple sources
2. Partnered with Community Based Orgs/Experts

3. Measured for Success (outcomes)
4. Focus on Root Causes of System Entry

In order to do these four complexities, wholeness must be understood 
and adaptive leadership must be practiced.



Opportunities for Sustainability / Reality Check

• There is no single funding source to leverage 
that will fully fund an integrated prevention 
program. 

• System partners must establish braided/blended 
funding 

Medi Cal

Special Ed.
LEA One 

Time

Soft Funding 
& Grants

LCFF/
Title I…



Many of California’s Prevention/Early Intervention 
Goals are System of Care Outcomes

• Decreased school suspensions/expulsions; measurable increase in school 
attendance and graduation rates.

• Decreased behavioral and emotional problems, rates of suicide and substance 
abuse or misuse.

• Reduced caregiver strain and improved family functioning. 
• An expanded array of home- and community-based services, individualization 

of services, and increased use of evidence-based practices.
• A significant decrease in Inpatient Mental Health service demand.
• Decreased rates of citation, arrest and incarceration. 

Return on Investment in Systems of Care for Children with Behavioral Health Challenges
https://gucchd.georgetown.edu/products/Return_onInvestment_inSOCsReport6-15-14.pdf
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Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Alignment of Systems

Public Health 
Prevention Family First 

Prevention Services 

Multi Tiered 
System of Supports

(Schools)

Comprehensive Prevention Plan with System of Care Governance  



AB 2083 System of Care (ILT/Adv teams)
(Prevention Collaborative)

21st Century Child Well-Being 
System of Care

Child 
Abuse 

Prevention

Community 
Schools and 

SBHIP

Juvenile 
Justice Youth 

Reforms

Cal AIM/
Medi Cal 
Reform

CalWORKs
First Five 
Programs



Prevention 
Connections

Comprehensive 
Prevention 

Plan

Juvenile 
Justice/Youth 

Offender 
Grant

Mental 
Health 

Services PEI

Local Control 
Accountability 

Planning

Youth 
Behavioral 

Health 
Initiative 
(CYBHI)

Public 
Health

Community 
Schools

Student 
Attendance 

Review 
Board

Each with their own:
• Needs Assessment
• Planning and Reporting
• Compliance
• Data Analysis/Program Impact
• Fiscal Dynamics
• Impacts on Equity and Access

And yet we’re very often serving/supporting the same youth or family!



What is a System of Care in California?
(AB 2083)



“A broad, flexible array of services and supports for a 
defined population…organized into a coordinated 

network, integrating care planning and management across 
multiple levels; is culturally and linguistically competent, 
builds meaningful partnerships with families and youth at 

service delivery, management, and policy levels, and has 
supportive policy and management infrastructure.”

“Sharing of Responsibility, Risk and Reward”
The Pathway to Healing and Wholeness of Systems

System of Care 
(SAMHSA)

Pires, S. (2002). Building systems of care: A primer. Washington, D.C.: Human Service Collaborative.



System of Care
Principles 
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• Individualized
• Strength Based
• Trauma Informed
• Collaboration and Teaming
• Family Voice and Choice
• Evidenced Based Practice
• Natural Supports
• Developmentally Appropriate
• Outcomes Based
• Persistence
• Comprehensive Continuum



System of Care MOU: 
Blueprint for Prevention Planning

1. Interagency Leadership Team

2. Interagency Placement Committee

3. Child and Family Teaming and Unified Service Planning

4. Screening, Assessment and Entry to Care

5. Implementation of Integrated Core Practice Model

6. Recruitment, Retention of Resource Families and TFC

7. Information and Data Sharing (Client and System)

8. Service Delivery Coordination

9. Staff Recruitment and Coaching

10. Financial Resources and Management

11. Dispute Resolution



What are Family First Prevention Services (Part 1) 
and the Comprehensive Prevention Plan? 



Understanding FFPSA…
• Part 1 is the impetus for California enacting AB 153, which established the Family First 

Prevention Services program.
• Allows state/tribes to waive historic limitations on federal 4E revenues, to develop 

services to keep children and families together, avoiding detention/system entry. 
• Prevention services can be offered to a child or youth, parents, or caregivers, if the child 

or youth is at imminent risk for entry into foster care (deemed a candidate) and 
prevention services would allow the child or youth to remain safely at home. 

• Eligible prevention services are listed within the Title IV-E Clearinghouse, these include 
mental health, substance abuse prevention and treatment services, and in-home parent 
skill-based services. 

• California has selected ten well-supported, evidence-based practices from the 
Clearinghouse for implementation.

• Mandates that federal 4E dollars be the last federal resource to fund those services, 
when used.



A Transformative Comprehensive Prevention Plan 

• Use of federal dollars to prevent system entry
• Switches the long-standing expectation for Medi Cal as payor of last 

resort
• First major opportunity to put Interagency Leadership under System 

of Care to work.
• Destigmatizes and enhances access to care via Community Pathway
• Builds on existing prevention continuum for sustainability
• Reinforces and parallels major mental health system improvement 

efforts (CalAIM/MHSA/CYBHI)



9 Required CPP Elements…

1. Governance 2. Stakeholder 
Collaboration 3. Fiscal and funding

4. Program design 
and service array

5. Service quality and 
outcomes

6. Workforce training 
and development
• County
• Service providers

7. Policies, rules, and 
regulations 8. Reporting 9. Automation



How to Use 
System of Care 
to Design and 
Implement CPP 
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3 Critical Elements:

- Governance
- Fiscal and Funding
- Service Quality and 
Outcomes (Data)



FFPS Assessment/
Planning Domains

• Funding and Fiscal Models 

• Program and Implementation 
Governance 

• Cross-Sector Stakeholder Collaboration 

• Prevention Services Program Design 

• Policy Regulations and Rules 

• Workforce 

• Service Quality Outcomes 

• Information Systems and Automation 

• Reporting Requirements

Financial Resource Management

Interagency Leadership 

Screening, Assessment
and Entry to Care

Staff Recruitment, Training 
and Coaching

Information and Data Sharing

2083 MOU Elements



• The collaborative governance structure(s) across IV-E agencies and tribal 
governments will set direction and strategy, allocate resources, make 
decisions, and oversee progress. 

• This collaborative structure also includes stakeholder groups in the 
jurisdiction that advise, review, recommend and validate the prevention 
services program, including provider networks, advocacy organizations, 
people with lived experience, CBOs, and cultural experts. 

• This collaborative structure may include a separate Implementation team.
• Executive sponsors from the IV-E agencies ultimately accountable for 

implementation.

Essential Understanding: 
Governance Requirements for CPP 



• Identifies key integration points with existing prevention services programming from the perspective of 
foster care prevention and recommends approach for coordinating and integrating shared governance.  

• This is important to ensure that there is neither redundancy nor gaps in service offerings, and that all Federal 
and State fiscal requirements are uniformly and consistently applied across IV-E agencies   

• Ensures equitable practices in the application of foster care prevention services.  

• Review and input apply to both the design and implementation of the local child welfare prevention services 
program as well as for its ongoing performance.

• Integrates agencies that have not historically worked together to resolve economic, food and housing 
insecurity issues for families at risk of foster care, including public health, education with community safety.  

• Provides recommendations for best practices to achieve success with prevention strategies across agencies

1) Governance Body



Options for CPP Interagency Governance

• Child Abuse Prevention Council
• First 5 Commission or (F5 associated subcommittee)
• Prevention Cabinet
• Other existing prevention coordination group
• Interagency Leadership Team (AB 2083)

The answer… it depends on capacity of existing groups, size of 
your county, and whether your AB 2083/System of Care ILT 
functions effectively. 



Interagency Leadership Team 

• Identification of “candidate” population
• What services to offer and by which local agency
• How to leverage and account for the various state, federal and local funding
• ”Readiness” for the entire county for CPP can only be determined via 

interagency development and dialogue
• And…how to develop a full prevention continuum across the System

“…ensure that the systems partner’s programs and polices reflect a coordinated, integrated and 
effective delivery of services for children, youth and families.” (State 2083 Toolkit)



The Challenge….              The Opportunity
• Finding time on your ILT or leadership 

agenda, amidst other design or program 
content.

• Connections to your critical Community 
Based partners and Tribal communities, 
who are in most cases, not signatories 
or concretely connected to your ILT.

• Difficult to address diversity, equity, 
inclusion and historic over 
representation issues, absent CBO/tribal 
partners. 

• Once the goals of the initiatives are 
understood, it becomes clear and 
compelling that CPP-related 
implementation efforts cannot be 
effectively achieved without the MOU 
of 2083 working!

• Information Sharing
• Outcomes Data Sharing and Alignment
• Prevention Revenue Sharing
• Entry to Care, Assessment and 

Coordination

If the System of Care ILT is Chosen…



System of Care ILT Partners…
• Have data about needs and services in existing reports and plans.
• Have existing or recent reports that will inform or supplement your CPP planning 

processes.
• Have contracts or programs already in place serving similar populations.
• Have dollars that can be used as “match” to maximize federal allocations. 
• When done with fidelity and fullness, System of Care provides transformative 

opportunity for sharing governance with parents, youth, and Tribes, to address 
”system wide” issues of equity, access and fairness.



Your County - Polling Questions

• Our Interagency Leadership Team has identified itself as the CPP 
Oversight Body as required by CPP?

• Yes
• No
• I’m not sure

• If Not, we plan to use the following collaborative as our CPP oversight 
body:

• Child Abuse Prevention Council
• Prevention Collaborative
• Other 



Sample ILT Agenda

• Welcome and Introductions
• Celebrations of What’s Working
• Program Overview—Local Control Accountability Report—(COE)
• Shared Initiatives:

• CPP update and needs (Probation and CWS)
• School Grant Implementation—(County Office of Ed.)

• Calendaring
• Closing Reflections



ILT (System of Care) Inquiry
• What first steps are needed of partners to begin planning? 

• How will the planning process be coordinated?
• Theory of Change, Logic Modeling, Strategic Plan, Project management tools 

• Do our fiscal managers know and understand each other in a way that will allow them to 
determine the required revenue sharing for candidates and recipients going forward? 

• What existing Prevention Services/Supports are in place, upon which we might leverage 
new opportunities?

• What data does each partner have or will have that might inform CPP work?
• SIP/CSA; JJCPA; LCAP; MHSA; Public Health, etc. 

• How will CPP impacts be measured? 



Sample Email to ILT for planning

“Wanted to send out a quick reminder about the CPP fiscal planning meeting tomorrow set 
for 1:30 tomorrow afternoon. Please come to the meeting prepared to speak to what 
current services your respective agencies are providing and how they are funded. To help 
provide additional framework for the conversation, I’ve included some questions directly 
from the Comprehensive Prevention Plan (CPP) template: 

1. What prevention services included in the CPP are already available in the community 
and what funding sources are available to support the implementation of the CPP?

2. How will the State Block Grant, federal and Title IV-E funding sources be used?
3. How will you leverage other funding sources (grants, local county funds, state and 

general funds, etc.) to ensure a continuum of prevention services are available to 
primary, secondary, and tertiary services for selected populations?

Thanks and looking forward to a good conversation tomorrow!”



ILT Drivers…

• If your Interagency Team is not meeting on a routine, regular and 
effective schedule. 

• Engage ILT members to orient and educate to the powerful opportunities 
present (CalAIM, FFPSA, Community Schools, SBHIP, Medicaid 
Waivers/Demonstration Projects; Home Visiting Grants; MHSSA School 
Grants, 

• If ILT is meeting and working well enough, you’re well positioned to 
simply use that agenda/time as your coordination and governance 
body. 

• Get your judge involved in your System of Care work. (Code)



• Community Schools Grants (CSPP)
• County MHSA Prevention and Early Intervention
• First 5 Grants/Programs
• Local Control Accountability Plan (LCFF)
• Public Health Prevention Allocations
• California Advancing and Innovating MediCAL (CalAIM)
• Juvenile Justice Crime Prevention and Youth Offender Block Grants
• CalMHSSA School Grants
• Other School Based Prevention Services 

Local Fiscal Managers/Analysists must be…
1. Engaged with each other--forecasting/planning/contracting
2. Knowledgeable enough about each other’s allocations to blend/braid

2) Finance and Funding 



Financing Example: MHSSA School Grants
• The MHSOAC Commission distributes competitive grant funding to support specific 

initiatives 
• Projects seek to drive positive change in mental health crisis response approaches 

(Triage), school-based mental health (MHSSA), early intervention for psychosis (EPI 
Plus), and youth drop-in centers.

• RFPs in support of stakeholder advocacy efforts addressing the needs of specific 
groups, including Transition Aged Youth, Veterans, LGBTQ+ communities, Parents 
and Caregivers, Consumers, Families of Consumers, Diverse Racial and Ethnic 
Communities, and Immigrants and Refugees. The Commission supports grantees’ 
work through technical assistance.

Some counties are developing EBP’s under their School MH grants
Leverage and sustain those dollars



Financing Example 2: California Community Schools 
Partnership Program (CCSPP)

• Support schools’ efforts to partner with community agencies and local 
government to align community resources to improve student outcomes.

• These partnerships provide an integrated focus on academics, health and social 
services, youth and community development, and community engagement.

• Four key features of a fully implemented community schools model:
• Integrated support services;
• Family and community engagement;
• Collaborative leadership and practices for educators and administrators; and
• Extended learning time and opportunities.

• More information is available through the CDE CCSPP web page 
at: https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/gs/hs/ccspp.asp
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Example Two: Local CCSPP Implementation

• The CCSPP provides opportunities, including but not limited to, 
coordination and alignment of services and braided funding which are 
components of the county MOU.

• ILTs should contact their local LEA or Foster Youth Services 
Coordinating Program (FYSCP) regarding how to partner, collaborate, 
and coordinate with the CCSPP.

• A list of FYSCP coordinators is located on the CDE Program 
Coordinator web page 
at: https://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/pf/fy/contacts.asp
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Community Schools and System of Care are 
Mutually Dependent

• The System of Care’s MOU/ILT's objective is to define the roles of each 
county agency, so that children who hold dual entitlements to services 
across agencies can access care. 

• When schools try to obtain services for cross system involved youth, and 
those systems and the collective accountabilities are not present, the child 
lingers and never receives the full array of services to which they are legally 
entitled.

• Schools cannot fill the service gaps if county leadership is not clear that all 
of the agencies will wrap themselves around their children, maximize their 
entitlements, and resolve their disputes.

• SOC allows county governance to set clear outcomes for children, along 
with aligned expectations for the system; in order for the Community 
School to then reflect and incorporate into their services and local 
continuum. 
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Why School Based Prevention? 
MTSS, Wellness Centers / Community Schools / School Based Health Centers:

• Multi Tiered Systems of Support
• Tiered Framework (P, S, T) providing in some schools, a broad continuum of 

social/emotional supports
• Wellness Centers

• In CA focus on Mental Health Social and Child Welfare supports
• On campus space for services and supports 

• Community Schools (Link)

• Integrated support services;
• Family and community engagement;
• Collaborative leadership and practices for educators and administrators; and
• Extended learning time and opportunities

• School Based Health Centers (Link)

• “Bring health care professionals and educators together to address the multifaceted 
needs of children, youth and families. Some SBHCs serve only students, while others 
also serve family members or the broader community surrounding the school.”



When Blending and Sharing of the Dollars is Not Done…

• The Grant Treadmill…
• System “learning” is stymied (no longitudinal outcomes data)…
• No true implementation (That takes typically 5 to 8 years)
• Job/Position turnover…
• Community Partners remain under-funded (Philanthropy 

dependent)…



Interagency Data and Information which inform the domains of Program Design, Service Quality, 
Outcomes , Information Systems and Automation, Reporting Requirements

• Mental Health Services Planning (MHP/BHS)
• Local Control Accountability Program (Schools)
• Performance Improvement Plan--EQRO (MHP/BHS)
• BHS Triennial and Cultural Competency Reporting
• JJCPA/YOBG Reporting
• System Improvement/County Self Assessment (CWS/Probation)
• First 5 Commission Strategic Planning/Reporting

3) The Data



Data Example 1: 
Mental Health Service Planning (Triennial)

• Target Population – Including 
Demographics--Age, Race, Ethnicity, 
Primary Language, Sexual Orientation, 
Disability, Veteran Status, and Gender 

• Needs/Problems--How will the program 
direct their services & activities to 
address at least one of the 7 negative 
outcomes defined in the Welfare and 
Institution Code 5840? 

1. Suicide
2. Incarcerations 
3. School failure or dropout 
4. Unemployment 
5. Prolonged suffering
6. Homelessness
7. Removal of children from their home 



Data Example 2: 
Local Control Accountability Planning (Annual)

• LEAs (County Offices) are required to develop, adopt, and annually update a 
three-year LCAP that describes the goals to be achieved for each student 
group for each state priority and for any local priorities identified by the local 
governing board or body of the district or COE.

• The LCAP must include an annual review of the effectiveness of the goals, 
actions, and services from the prior year. 

• One common education information source is DataQuest--provides 
meaningful data and statistics about California's K-12 public educational 
system that supports a wide variety of informational, research, and policy 
needs. Summary and detailed data reports are available for multiple subject 
areas at the school, district, county, and state levels.



Social emotional and community economic data can be used to 
determine: 

• Data on the frequency of external support available in the school 
• Data on the number of agencies in the community that can support the school 

or LEA 
 How many English Learning students are homeless or foster youth?
 How many English Learning students experience trauma due to 

immigration experiences, COVID, abuse? 
 How many parents are unemployed? 
 How many English Learning students have food insecurity? 

Equity 
and 

Access 
Impact

LCAP Data



Data Example 3: 
Outcomes--Mono County Children’s System of Care

• County leaders wanted a “Child Well=Being Dashboard”
• Used ILT to engage and draft contents—15 items from cross sector or 

outcomes
• Stakeholder event to share the dashboard (July 2022)
• Learning from that event is informing the CPP planning process, 

Housing Grants, and their SIP/CSA for Probation and Welfare



All 2083 Partners Benefit from Interagency Prevention

• Increased School Attendance rates by nearly 10%
• 50% Reduction in School Expulsion, Suspension and Non Attendance
• Decreased behavioral and emotional problems, suicide rates, substance use
• Reduced caregiver strain and improved family functioning
• Expanded array of home- and community-based services and supports, individualization 

of services, and increased family and youth involvement
• Increased use and access to evidence-based practices
• Less likely to require inpatient services.(42% Decrease)
• Less likely to visit an emergency room (ER) for behavioral and/or emotional 

problem=Average cost per child for ER visits decreased 57%
• Lower corrections involvement and less likely to be arrested/average cost per child for 

juvenile arrests decreased by 38%



RECOMMENDATIONS

• Ensure your Interagency Leadership Team (or it’s designated 
management body) is meeting frequently and supportively.

• Build parent, youth, tribal voices into System of Care governance. 

• Make FFPS/CPP planning and reporting an ILT Standing Agenda item 

• Connect your respective Fiscal Managers

• Ask your partners for their reports/data:
• Maternal Child Infant Health, County Self Assessment and 

System Improvement Plan; Mental Health Services Planning 
Local Control Accountability Planning, Juvenile Justice 
Commission work

• If you don’t chose ILT…you’ll need clear and consistent linkages to it:
• Agenda, Summary Presentations like those to your board

• Write/Capture your CPP process for the MOU
• As you draft practice/policy language, some of that will be 

powerful in deepening your subsequent MOU document—
effectively extending your learning to next generation of 
leaders/managers



Most 
Important 

Takeaways…

• More bang for your prevention buck in System of 
Care based planning and implementation

• Sustainable
• Reduced/Shared Administrative Burden
• Broader Community Impact

• Probation EBP expertise can enhance partner’s 
prevention services



Resources
• CA School Dashboard (Link) Implementation Field Guide (Link)
• School Mental Health Funding - California School Based Health Alliance 

(Link)
• Public Funding for School-Based Mental Health Programs (CSHA) (Link)
• CA-School-Mental-Health-Implementation-Guide - MHSOAC (Link)
• Interconnected Systems Framework (Link)
• Practical Guide for Financing Social, Emotional, and Mental Health in 

Schools – Breaking Barriers (Link)
• Guidance to States and School Systems on Addressing Mental Health –

SAMHSA (Link)
• Local Educational Agency Medi-Cal Billing Option (Link)



Question, Reflections or Observations?

Thank you  



•

•

•


